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An action-packed, mythological chapter book series from Tony Abbott!The underworld is in our

world now. . . .Owen, Jon, and Sydney managed to rescue Dana from the underworld. But if they

don't fulfill their end of the bargain with Hades, she might be headed back -- forever. As if that

wasn't bad enough, some very creepy, very one-eyed mythological beasts are on the loose.

Cyclopes have taken over the power plant in Pinewood Bluffs! Owen and his friends have to stop

them before they destroy the town. But what chance do four kids stand against an army of

mythological monsters?
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I bought this for my 11 year old son who liked the Percy Jackson series. He really took right to this

book and the others in the series. He liked that the book "captured him immediately". Any thing that

works his imagination and keeps him reading..... I say YES!

I like this book. It is exciting to read and it is very enjoyable. I like this book. Up love
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Book number two in a four book series. Very entertaining for my 7 year old. He has really enjoyed

these as an Xmas gift. He read part at a cousins house for Turkey Day and we were very happy to

get the series for him for Xmas.

My 3rd grader brought the first book to this series home from a book fair. It was finished in 2 days. I

love the fact that it's a fun and age appropriate book for him and it's introducing mythology! Great

book so far!

The book is a little bit short but has plenty of information and stories of mythology. I actually started

reading this series from this book and I actually think I didn't miss much. I'm really curious to we're

Tony Abbot got this information of mythology. Gjob Tony.

This book was so exiting I coudent stop reading this book it was awesome !!!!!!!!!!!!!!Best book ever I

can't wait for the next book!!!!!! :)

If I thought book one The Battle Begins was a race from start to finish, book two is even more so.

This story continues on the heels of book1, with our four friends - Owen Brown, Dana Runson,

Sydney Lambertti, and Jon Doyle. These four fourth graders know what is really going on. Loki has

launched a war in the underworlds and it is spilling over into our world. Loki has one goal, to take

over not just the underworlds and earth, but through the power gained in that process to take over

Ragnorok. Somehow it is all linked to Dana Runson and her parents' research into Norse

mythology.Soon the children have visited the underworlds again and they have managed to return

yet again, but that is really just the beginning of their adventure. In a story with battles with Draugs,

Loki and giant Cyclopes, this story races from beginning to end. Children will love the adventures

and seeing kids their own age as heroes working together to thwart evil. It is another great book in a

wonderful series by an amazing author.

Excellent children's book, a good story for the young imagination, and the old too :)
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